
Red Rose

Red rose most commonly symbolizes love,typically associated with romance and are

used to portray deep emotions. It expresses the throbbing heat of new love, a

passionate expression of attraction. Red roses are the most popular valentine roses.

The red rose, especially, a single red rose simply expresses, "I love you very deeply".

Red roses also have a different kind of meaning within marriage. Red roses express

domestic bliss that is at once passionate as well as abiding. A love that is growing in

strength, away from monotony and still fresh is what the red rose portrays. Red roses

are so gorgeous and unique that they are ideal for almost any special occasion.

https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Forever-Valentines-Anniversary-Birthday/dp/B00USP7YQK/sr_1_3&sr=8-3&keywords=rose
https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Forever-Valentines-Anniversary-Birthday/dp/B00USP7YQK/sr_1_3&sr=8-3&keywords=rose


Pink Rose

Pink roses are generally looked upon as the flower of sweet thoughts and gentle

emotions. It indicates an affection that may turn into deeper love. Innocent love that

has not yet blossomed into passion, a deep affection that has not yet reached its

pinnacle is what the pink rose expresses. Meanwhile a pink rose is a very beautiful

and touching way to say a simple "Thank you"! They look beautiful, smell great and

have a depth of meaning in their gentle blooms. The next time you need to express joy,

affection, pride, gratitude, a gentle romance or even good luck, use a pink rose.

https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Long-Stem-Dipped-Stand/dp/B00KMTB8IM/sr_1_10?&sr=8-10&keywords=gift+for+her
https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Long-Stem-Dipped-Stand/dp/B00KMTB8IM/sr_1_10?&sr=8-10&keywords=gift+for+her


Purple Rose

Purple roses primarily stand for enchantment. The giver of the purple rose seeks to

convey that he or she has fallen in love with the recipient at the very first sight. A

deep magnetism and charm that makes the recipient almost irresistible is what the

purple rose seeks to convey. The purple rose has certain other meanings. Opulence,

glory and majesty are some other interpretations given to the purple rose. Purple being

a color of elegance and grandeur. So it would be a great gift to a women that you are

dating with or you came across.

https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Long-Dipped-Stand-Purple/dp/B00KMTB8P0/sr_1_2?&sr=8-2&keywords=purple+rose
https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Long-Dipped-Stand-Purple/dp/B00KMTB8P0/sr_1_2?&sr=8-2&keywords=purple+rose


White Rose

White roses are symbols in innocence and spiritual love. White rose glorifies a love

that is unaware of the temptations of the flesh and resides only in the soul. In the

"language of the flowers" the meaning of white roses is "I am worthy of you". White

rose speaks of a love that is sustained more by loyalty, reverence and humility than by

red-blooded passion. It would be a gift idea for your fiancée, birthday gift to

girlfriend.

https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Forever-Dipped-Flower-Girlfriend/dp/B00KDX1350/sr_1_12?&sr=8-12&keywords=white+rose
https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Forever-Dipped-Flower-Girlfriend/dp/B00KDX1350/sr_1_12?&sr=8-12&keywords=white+rose


Yellow Rose

Yellow roses express joy, gladness, and friendship. They are given to new mothers,

newlyweds, and graduates. They're also used as a reminder to a loved one to show

that you care. Friendship and "I care" are the foremost meanings of a yellow rose.

Yellow roses are often congratulatory in tone. Another truly wonderful meaning of a

yellow rose is a determination to start anew. A rift, a misunderstanding, or a quarrel

that needs to be mended - these are all set right by yellow roses. "Let's put it all

behind us and start a fresh page". And within marriage it implies sweet domesticity

and familiar love.

https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Valentines-Mothers-Anniversary-Birthday/dp/B00KDX138C/sr_1_2?&sr=8-2&keywords=yellow+rose
https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Valentines-Mothers-Anniversary-Birthday/dp/B00KDX138C/sr_1_2?&sr=8-2&keywords=yellow+rose


Black Rose

Black rose, because it’s color symbolizes death and mourning, many people consider

black roses to symbolize bereavement, loss and mortality. They are often used at

funerals. But this also indicates a major change or upheaval in the future. In that sense,

the black rose also means the death of old habits, the old order or the bad past. It

inspires confidence and enthusiasm by signaling the birth of a new era of hope and joy.

Black roses are saying “Everything would go Okay”. Some young girls that love

Gothic would be also love black roses.

https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Long-Dipped-stand-black/dp/B00KMTB8V4/sr_1_4?&sr=8-4&keywords=black+rose
https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Long-Dipped-stand-black/dp/B00KMTB8V4/sr_1_4?&sr=8-4&keywords=black+rose


Green Rose

Green rose symbolizes self-respect and well being. Green color is life, abundant

growth, constant renewal of life and energy. So green roses express a kind of spirit

rejuvenation. A green rose is a perfect fit if you want to encourage your friends to "go

well" or for a cheerful hospital visit. They are ideal to be a part for weddings,

birthdays or parties decor if you want to add some spring and summer color.

https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Forever-Dipped-Gifts-Green/dp/B00KDX131E/sr_1_1?&sr=8-1&keywords=green+rose
https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Forever-Dipped-Gifts-Green/dp/B00KDX131E/sr_1_1?&sr=8-1&keywords=green+rose


White-Pink Rose

White-pink or what we called Peach rose is a symbol of elegance and breathe-taking

beauty. Its color speaks of demureness, purity and innocence. So it would be a great

gift for daughter. Roses in this color are also indicative of gratitude and thankfulness.

Their subtle, gorgeous blooms are ideal to say "thanks!" or to show how much you

miss a dear friend. It shows that the receiver is much appreciated and that his or her

efforts have been acknowledged with thankfulness.

https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Long-Dipped-stand-black/dp/B00KMTB8NC/sr_1_7?&sr=8-7&keywords=rose+for+her
https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Long-Dipped-stand-black/dp/B00KMTB8NC/sr_1_7?&sr=8-7&keywords=rose+for+her


Blue Rose

Blue roses are symbols in unrequited love as well as extraordinary beauty. The blue

rose itself is something very extraordinary and expresses that very same feeling. "You

are extraordinarily wonderful", the blue rose exclaims. An extraordinary beauty,

which is an attractive dream for everyone. Love it unconditionally, support it fully,

care it tenderly. So the blue rose expresses your deepest love, fullest devotion and

tenderest care to someone.

https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Forever-Valentines-Anniversary-Birthday/dp/B00E3KRQJ6/sr_1_1?&sr=8-1&keywords=blue+rose
https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Forever-Valentines-Anniversary-Birthday/dp/B00E3KRQJ6/sr_1_1?&sr=8-1&keywords=blue+rose


Light Blue Rose

Light blue roses convey your inner feelings of love at first sight, or express your thrill

and fascination for your new friend. People would like to send light blue roses while

they have been overcome by the feelings of love and adoration for someone at first

sight. Blue roses are sent out just for delivering their strong feelings, but not eager for

a return. When you wanna a relationship, it would be better to chose a red rose

instead.

https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Long-Dipped-Stand-Light/dp/B00KMTB8O6/sr_1_4?&sr=8-4&keywords=light+blue+rose
https://www.amazon.com/ZJchao-Long-Dipped-Stand-Light/dp/B00KMTB8O6/sr_1_4?&sr=8-4&keywords=light+blue+rose



